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Incorporating Sponsor Covenant Risk 
into Actuarial Advice
Nick Forrester 
01.12.05

Whether to incorporate?

New methodology for Actuaries
Basic theory exists
Counterparty credit risk / default risk
Basel II / capital requirement regulations

Difficulties with long-term nature of pensions
Market doesn t exist?

Fair value principle

A fair value is defined as 
The value at which an arms-length transaction 

involving willing, knowledgeable counterparties 
would take place

It involves modelling how a market would value 
the asset or liability
http://www.actuaries.org.uk/files/pdf/sessional/s
m20050425.pdf

http://www.actuaries.org.uk/files/pdf/sessional/s
m20050425.pdf
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How to incorporate?

Actuaries need to explain the issues fully

Trustees need to understand the risks
And, more importantly, the value of these risks

So how does default risk fit into the traditional 
approach?

(in all the examples shown risk-free rate = 0%)

Liabilities
(on a gilts

Basis)

£200m

Traditionally
No allowance for sponsor default risk

Contribution calculation
Contributions = c = D/T 

(c = £20m p.a.)

T (= 5)

No sponsor default => Present value of contributions = D (=£100m)

Traditional 
deficit £100m

Assets 
(matched)

£100m

But sponsor default risk exists

Present value of future contributions (PVfc) = payoff * probability
If c = £20m p.a. and p = 10% p.a. then  PVfc £74m < Deficit

Payoff Probability
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Implications

In order to meet the pension fund deficit the 
trustees need £100m from the company today

So why should they accept a promise from the 
company which is worth less than £100m 
today?

Trustees are not asking for enough
If we just view the company liability as the deficit

But trustees want £100m?

Default risk

Liabilities
(on a gilts

Basis)

£200m

Company 
contributions
£20m p.a. for 

5 years

Assets 
(matched)

£100m

Promise worth 
£74m

Varying spread period
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Increasing the spread period decreases the value of the promise
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Solutions?

Does this just mean higher contributions?

Yes, we can solve for the contribution amount 
such that PVfc (allowing for default) = deficit

i.e. economic value of promise = deficit
Promise would be worth £100m

Increasing contributions

In this example we need c = £27.1m for PVfc = £100m

Timeline

T =0 1 2 3 4 5

Payoff Probability

0

Default probability = p (= 10%)

Default (p)

No default (1-p)
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But reality is just one outcome
What if reality was as follows

Timeline

In practice contributions would be renegotiated at next valuation
So does this mean higher contributions are sufficient?

T =0 1 2 3 4 5

Total contributions 
paid = £135.5m
Too much!

No default (1-p)
c

c
No default (1-p) c

c

c
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Solutions?

Does this just mean higher contributions?

Yes, we can solve for the contribution amount 
such that PVfc (allowing for default) = deficit

i.e. economic value of promise = deficit
Promise would be worth £100m

No, because even higher contributions have 
risk

Reality is just one outcome
What if reality was as follows

Timeline

Can think of £27.1m p.a. as £20m p.a. + insurance premium
But deficit is only guaranteed if insurance is actually purchased

T =0 1 2 3 4 5

Total contributions paid = £54.2m
Not enough!

No default (1-p)
c

c

0

No default (1-p)
Default (p)

Cost of insurance

Cost of this insurance contract is £26m
As expected, deficit = contributions (£74m) + insurance (£26m) 

Timeline

T =0 1 2 3 4 5

Payoff Probability

100

Insurer pays remaining deficit
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Spread period
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The longer the spread the more expensive the insurance

Implications for advice

Traditional advice: £20m p.a.
Promise not worth the deficit

Account for sponsor default: £27.1m p.a.
Economically equal to deficit
Too much? /  Not enough?

Unless insurance is actually purchased

What can actuaries do?
Need to understand who benefits from default

Who benefits?

Consider a simple company
£250m of assets
Pension fund with £100m deficit

How are the shareholders affected
With matching assets in the pension fund?
With mis-matching assets in the pension fund?

See Appendix for details
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Company
Assets

£250m

Company structure pension fund debt

Assets

Shareholders are getting a good deal

Total value of 
equity £176m

Shareholders 
own an option to 

default on the 
liabilities

Traditional 
agreement to 
pay £20m p.a. 

for 5 years

Promise worth 
£74m

Liability Debt holders Shareholders

With matched 
assets in the 
pension fund

i.e. the 
pension fund

Corporate debt market

If we re going to view a pension fund deficit as 
corporate debt we have to value it as such

So what would the market assume if the 
company borrowed £100m to get rid of the 
pension fund today?

Company
Assets

£250m

Company structure market debt
Assets

The market does not accept risk for nothing

Total value of 
equity £150m

Shareholders must 
pay the market a 
premium for the 
option to default

Agree to pay 
£27.1m p.a. 
for 5 years

Debt holders give 
company £100m 
therefore promise 

from company 
must equal this

Liability Debt holders Shareholders
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What can Scheme Actuaries advise?

Disclosure of economic reality is vital
Significant change from current practice

A minimum demand from trustees?
Promise from company should have economic value equal to 

the current deficit allowing for default risk (& risky assets)
But higher contributions not necessarily sufficient

Unless insurance purchased (but not easily available)

No need to just think of cash contributions
Could ask for first call on proportion of company assets such 
that promised contributions + call on assets = deficit
Doesn t guarantee benefits unless structured appropriately

Opportunities

Innovation - involvement in the discussions on 
structuring of company assets to back the promise

Modelling all this is difficult but not impossible
Not an excuse for ignoring the problem
Education about the principles would be a start

If actuaries don t someone else will
The market M & A
The regulator
Investment banks / ratings companies

Appendix Risky assets

Including mis-matched and therefore risky 
assets in the pension fund can have a 
significant impact on the value of the promise

If trustees and the company are going to take 
these risks the actuary has a responsibility to 
explain the economics which result from the 
decision
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Liabilities
(on a gilts

Basis)

£200m

Traditionally
No allowance for sponsor default risk and advance credit for asset volatility

Sponsor writes a put option on the asset risk but this is also subject to default

Ongoing deficit 
£50m

Assets 
(mis-matched)

£100m

Credit for ERP 
£50m

Contribution calculation
Contributions = ongoing deficit /T 

(c = £10m p.a.)

T (= 5)

Economically
The cost of risk is not traditionally shown but it still has a value

Think back to insurance how much would this now cost?

Put option from 
company 
> £50m

( £55m)

Both the 
contributions 
and the put 
option are 

subject to the 
risk of the 
company 
defaulting

Contributions
£10m p.a. for 5 

years

Call option( £5m)

Liabilities
(on a gilts

Basis)

£200m

Ongoing deficit 
£50m

Assets 
(mis-matched)

£100m

Credit for ERP 
£50m

Cost of insurance with risky assets

Approximate value of this insurance contract is £34m
Only if company makes volatile final payment in 5 years

Timeline

T =0 1 2 3 4 5

Assuming contributions of £10m p.a. + final amount in 5 years

Default (p)

No default (1-p)

Insurance payoff = volatile because of mis-matched assets

0  

volatile

0  

volatile

0        

volatile

0     

volatile

0                    

For this 
example we 
made simple 

approximations 
about the 

volatility of the 
deficit
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Cost of insurance with risky assets

Approximate value of this insurance contract is £63m
Reality will be somewhere between the two amounts 

Timeline

T =0 1 2 3 4 5

Assuming only contributions of £10m p.a. (i.e. no final payment)

Default (p)

No default (1-p)

Insurance payoff = volatile because of mis-matched assets

0  

volatile

0  

volatile

0        

volatile

0     

volatile

volatile          

In this case, 
insurance is 
also bought 

against the final 
payment in 5 

years time being 
greater than 0

Value of promise?
The default risk applies to both the contributions and the put option

But trustees need £100m so what about the remaining amount?

Default risk

Liabilities
(on a gilts

Basis)

£200m Assets 
(mis-matched)

£100m

Total promise is 
worth between 
£37m  & £66m

Put option 
written by 
company

£55m

Contributions
£10m p.a. for 

5 years

Call option( £5m)

Compare to 
value of promise 
with matching 
assets of £74m

Company
Assets

£250m

Company structure pension fund debt

Assets

Shareholders benefit even more at the expense of the pension fund

Total value of 
equity between 
£184m & £213m

The option to 
default has 

increased in value

Promise worth 
between £37m 

and £66m

Liability Debt holders Shareholders

Put option 
written by 
company

£55m

Contributions
£10m p.a. for 

5 years

With mis-
matched 

assets in the 
pension fund

i.e. the 
pension fund


